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2. Common repository indexing problems
3. Suggested fixes 
4. How to check your repository’s coverage in Scholar
5. Resources and troubleshooting guidelines 
6. Questions 



How the Google Scholar indexing system works

- Google Scholar crawls the entire web looking for scholarly publications: 
articles, books, reports, theses, conference proceedings, preprints ...

- The indexing system identifies scholarly content, determines each item’s 
bibliographic metadata, and groups all versions of an item together with this 
metadata in search results



- For uniquely held items (e.g. dissertations), repository 
content is the primary link

We try to make repositories visible worldwide

Primary link → ← Access link 



- For formally published articles, repository content 
appears as the access link and/or in “All XX versions”



← publisher version

← repository version

← citation 

← aggregator version



What Scholar needs for indexing
- Access to crawl the site 
- Way to find all urls for articles-- sitemap or browse by date 
- Bibliographic information in the form of machine-readable metadata tags 

(“metatags”), on by default for DSpace repositories past version 1.7

“Citation_pdf_url” metatag 
tells the indexing system 
which file to associate with 
this metadata

Bibliographic metatags tell 
the Scholar indexing system 
what the metadata for an 
article is: title, author, 
publication date, etc. 



View source code from repository item page to view metatags

Right click or 
keyboard 
command to 
“View Page 
Source,” 
depending on 
your browser

Search 
HTML 
source for 
“citation_” to 
view 
metatags



Metatags should match the version of record:



Repository indexing errors 

- Commonly: Incorrect bibliographic metatags 
- Sites with widespread metadata errors can’t be indexed

- Occasionally: Site outages that occur while the indexing system is looking for 
publications in your repository

- Occasionally: crawler issues, including blocking the Googlebot crawler, slow 
responsiveness or errors to crawlers, or limiting the crawl speed. 



Problem: Incorrect publication dates in citation_date metatag                        

- Occurs most commonly when upload/online date is given as publication date 
when no publication date exists, often via batch uploads, e.g.

- <meta name="citation_date" content="2014"/>

versus publication date in version of record:



Fix: Incorrect publication dates in citation_date metatag

- Test by comparing date citation_date tag with date in the version of record. If 
date listed in citation_date tag is later than the version of record, likely online 
date is being used as publication date. 

- Fix: patch for DSpace repositories available at 
https://github.com/DSpace/DSpace/pull/2294.patch

- More information here: https://jira.duraspace.org/browse/DS-4104

https://github.com/DSpace/DSpace/pull/2294.patch
https://jira.duraspace.org/browse/DS-4104


Problem: Incorrect author order in citation_author metatags

- Occurs when the author metatags are listed out of order in the source code, e.g. 
- <meta name="citation_author" content="Leal, Isabel" />
- <meta name="citation_author" content="Pimenta, Filipa" />
- <meta name="citation_author" content="Maroco, João" />

versus author order in version of record:



Fix: Incorrect author order in citation_author metatags

- Fix: If using DSpace versions 5.0, 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3, patch for DSpace 
repositories available at https://github.com/DSpace/DSpace/pull/999

- More information here: https://jira.duraspace.org/browse/DS-2679
- Upgrading to DSpace v5.4 or above will also fix this problem

- Fix: Adjust author metatag order to match author order in the version of record 
- <meta name="citation_author" content="Pimenta, Filipa" />
- <meta name="citation_author" content="Leal, Isabel" />
- <meta name="citation_author" content="Maroco, João" />

https://github.com/DSpace/DSpace/pull/999
https://jira.duraspace.org/browse/DS-2679


Problem: Missing authors in metatags 

- Most commonly only including authors from institution or only listing the 
first author of a publication, e.g.

- <meta name="citation_author" content="Leal, Isabel" />

vs. 

- Fix: Include all authors listed in the version of record in author metatags, not 
just authors from your own institution. (And again, list authors in the order 
that they appear in the published version.)



Problem: Too many authors in metatags

- Most commonly listing the advisor as an author for a thesis/dissertation, e.g. 
- <meta name="citation_title" content="Jungian approaches to underwater basketweaving”/>
- <meta name=”citation_author” content="Sara Student”/>
- <meta name=”citation_author” content="Professor Patricia”/>

- Fix: Only include one author of a thesis or dissertation in author metatag—
the student who wrote it

- <meta name="citation_title" content="Jungian approaches to underwater basketweaving”/>
- <meta name=”citation_author” content="Sara Student”/>



Problem: Trailing information in metatags
- Most commonly repository name or article type appended to title metatag, e.g. 

- <meta name="citation_title" content="Jungian approaches to underwater basketweaving Northern 
California College Repository/>

- <meta name="citation_title" content="Jungian approaches to underwater basketweaving Thesis" />

- Fix: (1) Avoid adding any elements other than article bibliographic information, 
(2) Remove non-bibliographic information from metatags

- <meta name="citation_title" content="Jungian approaches to underwater basketweaving" />



Problem: Multilinguals in metatags

- Combining different scripts in metatags results in mixed bibliographic 
information that prevents the item from being ranked in Scholar search 
results — and is misleading for users 

- ex: including the translated version of the title in title metatags, e.g.
- <meta name="citation_title" content="War and Peace == Война и мир" />

- ex: listing authors in native script of home institution when it is not the 
language in which the article was written, e.g.  

- <meta name="citation_author" content="Толстой, Лев Николаевич " />
- <meta name="citation_author" content="Tolstoy, Lev Nikolayevich "/>



Fix: Multilinguals in metatags

- Fix: use the language of the full text/abstract for all metatags. Don’t 
duplicate metatag information in multiple scripts

<meta name="citation_title" content="Война и мир" />

<meta name="citation_author" content="Толстой, Лев 
Николаевич " />



Confidential + Proprietary

Problem: Site outages

- Outages result in dead pages in search results 
- Extended or repeated site outages obstruct the indexing system’s crawler from 

finding the items in your repository
- Extended outages can also result in the site dropping out of the index
- Fix: Don’t keep your repository site down for extended periods of time, e.g. 

multiple days
- Fix: If you are migrating to a new site, keep the old site functional while 

developing the new version. When the new version is ready, change DNS lookup 
from the old server to the new one. 



Confidential + Proprietary

Example: site outage for large DSpace repository in Europe

Outage 
occurs

Items are re-added to Scholar 
index after site is restored



Problem: invalid HTTPS certificate

- When the https version of a site 
returns errors due to an invalid 
certificate, the indexing system is 
blocked from crawling the site and is 
forced to removed it from the Scholar 
index. 

- Fix: To test, open an article in several 
different browsers (Chrome, Safari, 
etc). If you see warnings that the 
connection is not private, contact your 
SSL certificate provider to fix. 



Other repository errors

- Occasionally crawler access is blocked by other site configurations

- Fix: Keep default crawler settings for DSpace sites 

- Repository moved without redirects, or items renumbered without redirects. 
- Fix: Set up redirects whenever URLs for publications in the repository change.

- Adding an interstitial for accessing fulltext 
- Fix: Skip interstitials for users clicking on search results  

- Adding a cover page to fulltext articles 
- Fix: Host PDFs articles as-is



How to do a Scholar coverage check for your repository: 
What doesn’t work

- The result count of searching 
your repository site (“site:XXX”) 
is not an accurate indicator of 
Scholar coverage

- This is because the number 
listed in Scholar search results 
for a site only applies to the 
primary links — and as described 
earlier, the repository content is 
often not the primary link (in “All 
XX versions”)

Not effective!



How to do a coverage check for your repository: what does work 

- Search in Scholar for 
titles of several dozen 
randomly selected items 
across the repository 
and see if these papers 
are included

- Be sure to check the “All 
XXX versions” link as 
well, as often the 
repository version will 
not be the primary link



Google Scholar guidelines and resources for repositories

1. Google Scholar inclusion guidelines & troubleshooting guidelines

https://scholar.google.com/intl/en/scholar/inclusion.html#indexing

https://scholar.google.com/intl/en/scholar/inclusion.html#troubleshooting

1. “Indexing Repositories: Pitfalls & Best Practices” presentation from 2015 
Open Repositories conference 

https://www.or2015.net/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/or-2015-anurag-google-scholar.pdf

3. DSpace user groups 

https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/DSPACE/User+Groups

https://scholar.google.com/intl/en/scholar/inclusion.html
https://scholar.google.com/intl/en/scholar/inclusion.html
https://www.or2015.net/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/or-2015-anurag-google-scholar.pdf
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/DSPACE/User+Groups


Thank you for joining us!
Questions?

mwestin@google.com  


